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INTRODUCTION
This is the manual for the equations module of the PILOT program. 
The equations disk is made up of a number of small files each 
covering some aspect of the energy balance of the house. In some 
cases several alternative equations are available. For example, 
under heat loss below grade, three equations are available. The 
equations differ because of the different methods available for 
measuring below grade heat loss.
In simple terms, the job of integrating on-line equations into a 
job is achieved by selecting the appropriate equations from the 
list of equations provided on the equations disk and appending 
them to the job task you have set up for collecting the data.
Some of the equations will require the user to enter some 
additional information unique to the house or system being 
monitored.(i.e Heat Loss Factors, Fuel Heating values, etc.). 
Typically, most of this data will be available from HOT 2000 
runs, building plans or manufacturers specifications.



IJevel B Monit-oring Energy Balance Eouationc;
The on-line equations for pilot are intended to analyze the 
energy balance of the house. The energy balance has been broken down as follows:

Energy Balance 
Energy Loss=Energy Gain

Energy Loss = Conductive Heat Loss through above grade envelope
+

Conductive Heat Loss through Below Grade +
Heat Loss through Infiltration/Exfiltration +

Gross energy loss associated with forced ventilation 
without heat recovery

Formula: +Ebg + Ej_ + E^

Energy Gain

Formula:

= Occupant gains+
Internal appliance Gains 

+
Energy recovered through 

heat recovery for forced ventilation systems +
Passive.solar +

Auxiliary energy from heating appliance 
Eg = Eq + Ea + Eyj- + Ep +

The equations for these gains and losses are described in 
Appendices C.l and C.2. In some cases more than one equation is 
described reflecting alternative methods of measuring a heat loss 
or gain. The choice of one equation over another will depend on 
the specific sensors incorporated into the job. In the case where 
more than one equation can be used (or in the case where you are 
contemplating setting up a job), a priority level is assigned to 
each equation indicating the preferred method of measurement. In 
the case where a user has a choice in measurement the equation 
with the highest priority should be used. Only one equation from 
each energy loss of gain sub-section should be chosen.



Contents of the Equations Disk 
The equations disk contains four 
files. These are:
CONSTANT
TRANSLAT
A series of equation files 
ENERGBAL

different generic types of

Each of these files is discussed below.

The CONSTA]NT File
The CONSTANT file is a small file which contains fixed values for 
the following variables: 
density of air
specific heat capacity of air 
density of water 
specific heat capacity of water 
Heat output fate for occupants 
Stefan-Boltzmann Constant 
Absolute Temperature
The user will generally not need to edit this file but it MUST be 
included in the monitoring task.
Appendix A lists the elements for the CONSTANT file.

The TRANSLAT file.
At the present time there are no established standards for 
defining variables. As a result each user will probably assign a 
variable name to each sensor measurement that is meaningful to 
him. To facilitate the transition from the user defined variable 
to a single consistent variable name that the equation 
understands, an interface file called TRANSLAT has been created. 
This file contains ALL the variables expected for ALL the 
equations on the equations disk. The file simply allows the user 
to enter the variable name defined in the consultants job and 
converts this variable name into a variable name expected by the 
equations. For example, the equation file for above grade heat 
loss expects room temperatures to be defined as Til, Ti2, etc. 
If the user had defined room temperatures as Trooml, Troom2, etc. 
the heat loss above grade equation could not be calculated. The 
heat loss equation expects Til, Ti2, etc. The TRANSLAT file 
performs a translation to allow the equations to act on the 
correct variables. In mathematical terms, the TRANSLAT file 
conducts the following calculation:

Equation variable = User Variable
In the example above;

Til=Trooml
Ti2=Troom2



Note, the user could have simply gone through his job task and 
made all the conversions, thus eliminating the TRANSLAT file. 
The TRANSLAT file however makes this conversion task simpler by 
defining all variables expected by the equations in one self 
contained external file which can then be appended to the 
consultants job.
In some cases, conversions of some variables in the TRANSLAT file 
may not be applicable to the specific job being monitored. For 
example, variables for Heat Pumps may not be relevant. Simply 
enter a zero for these variables. (You could also delete this 
element if disk space is tight. Make sure that the original 
TRANSLAT file is backed up somewhere).
Appendix B lists the elements for the TRANSLAT file.

The EQUATIONS files
The equation module uses the equations capability already 
available within PILOT. In order to remain consistent, each 
equation file is set the same format. It is recognized that 
alternative approaches could have been used to simplify some of 
the equation files utilizing the capabilities inherent in PILOT. 
However, this option was weighed against the need for a 
consistent format to allow users to understand and adapt the 
equations to their specific job task if required. The equations 
disk should cover most basic energy analysis applications, 
however, as each job is always unique, equations may have to be 
adapted, or new equations added. The format established in the 
equations module should assist in ensuring future development of 
the equations module in a consistent format.
The format used in each of the equations files is as follows
a) User defined entries(not all equations require user entries) 
using the equations function
b) the algorithms using the equations function
c) Processing the results into appropriate averages, totals, etc. 
using the Data operator Function
d) Saving the results every hour using the save function
The following is a list of the equations currently available on 
the equations disk. Appendix C.l and C.2 provide more detail on 
expected inputs for the equations(measured and user inputs). 
This will allow the user to determine what equations are 
appropriate for the monitoring task based on specific sensor 
measurements that have been chosen for the job. Each equation 
can be loaded separately through MTASK for review. Page 3 of 
each equation file provides a brief description of how and under 
what circumstances the equation can be used.



HEAT LOSSES
Above Grade Heat Loss
EQIHLAG; Heat loss above grade
Below Grade Heat Loss
EQ2AHLBG: Heat loss below grade-if temperature gradients across 

concrete is being measured
EQ2BHLBG: Heat loss below grade-if joist temperatures and slab 

temperatures are being measured
EQ2CHLBG: Heat loss below grade-if basement air temperature is 

only being measured
Heat Loss due to Infiltration
EQ3HLAC: Heat loss due to infiltration calculated only when

forced ventilation is off or flow are imbalanced by 
less than 10%

Heat Loss dup to Mechanical Ventilation
EQ4AHLFV: Heat Loss due to forced ventilation(without heat 

Recovery) . Note this equation can also be used for 
balanced heat pumps.

EQ4BHLHP: Maximum Heat loss associated with exhaust air HP 
only(in the absence of heat recovery)

HEAT GAINS
Heat Gain due to occupants 
EQ5HGOCC: Heat gain from occupants
Heat Gain due to Standby loss from Domestic Hot Water Use 
EQ6AHGHW: Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank-if hot water 

fuel consumption is being measured directly 
EQ6BHGHW: Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank-if hot water 

fuel consumption is being measured by difference(eg. 
total minus furnace-misc)

EQ6CHGHW: Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank-if hot water 
fuel is measured by one time test 

EQ6DHGHW: Heat gain from electric hot water tank-submetered
Heat Gain(Recovery) for Mechanical Ventilation 
EQ7AHGFV: Heat gain from heat recovery for forced ventilation 
EQ7BHGHP; Heat gain from HP-if temperature rise over coil is 

being measured on recirculated air 
EQ7CHGHP; Heat gain from HP-if temperature drop on exhaust air is 

being measured
EQ7DHGHP: Heat gain from HP using seasonal COP and energy inputs
Heat Gain from Space Heating Appliances
EQ8AHGFU: Heat gain from furnace-oil and gas only: Efficiency

calculated explicitly
EQ8BHGFU: Heat gain from furnace-oil and gas only: Calculations



based on a seasonal efficiency input 
EQ8CHGFU: Heat gain from electric furnace
Heat Gain From Lights and Appliances
EQ9AHGLA: Heat gain from Lights and appliances for houses heated 

with fossil fuels
EQ9HBGLA: Heat gain from Lights and appliances for houses heated 

with electricity
Heat Gain from Passive Solar 
EQIOHGPS: Heat gain from passive solar

The ENERGBAL file
The current philosophy for the Level B monitoring program is to 
enable for on-line calculations of the complete energy balance of 
the house. A file called ENERGBAL, also found on the equations 
disk, sums up all the heat loss and gains. For the equation to 
work properly the user must select one equation from each of the 
heat loss and heat gain sections. The equations should be 
appended in the order shown in the above list as some equations 
rely on definitions from previous equations. The ENERGBAL file is 
appended after the last heat gain equation, in this case after 
the equation for passive solar gains has been appended to the job 
task.
Appendix D list the elements for the ENERGBAL file.



Instruction on how to Integrate On-line Equations to PILOT
The following is a step-by-step guide on how to set up on-line 
equations for a job. At the outset it is assumed that the 
consultant has created a monitoring task that reads each sensor 
defined in the job, assigned the appropriate priority scans, save 
functions for specific variables, etc. Note, the equations task 
does not cover aspects such as pressure differences across the 
envelope, C02 levels, etc. The user is expected to set up 
appropriate conversions and save functions as required for these 
measurements in consultation with EMR LEVEL B Program advisors.
It is also assumed that in the job task, each sensor measurement 
has already been converted to appropriate engineering units(e.g 
Celsius, Watts, m3/s, etc). The TRANSLAT file is a useful guide 
to determine what is expected from each sensor measurement.
Step by Step Guide for Setting up On-line Equations for PILOT
1) BACKUP your current job task.
2) Review the equations found in Appendix A of this manual and 
mark those equations relevant to your job. If more than one 
equation can be used in your job check the priority level of the 
equation and use the highest priority equation only.
SELECT only ONE equation from each of the Heat Loss and Heat gain 
sections.
3) Copy those files to your monitoring disk.
4) Run PILOT and then run the MTASK module
5) Select Page 2. Load the TRANSLAT file. Press Page 4. Complete 
the translation of your variables definitions. Save the file.
6) Press Page 2. Highlight and load the first equation in the 
list(i.e EQIHLAG). Select Page 4. Enter appropriate values. Save 
file. Repeat for each equation.
7) Select Page 2. Highlight and Load your current job. Make sure 
the job is backed up.
8) Press Page 4. Press the END key to display the last element in 
you job.
9) Press Page 2. Highlight the CONSTANT file
10) Press page 4. Press F7(Append) and select A(after). The 
CONSTANT file has now been appended to your job. Save this new 
file.
11) Press END to display the last element in the file. Press 
Page 2 and highlight the TRANSLAT file.
12) Press Page 4. Press F7(Append) and select A(after) The



TRANSLAT file has now been appended to your file.
13) Press Page 2. Highlight the first equation(EQl...) file for 
your job. Press PAge 4. Press F7(Append) and select A(after). 
The first equation has now been appended.
14) Repeat step 12 until you have selected one equation from each 
of the heat loss and heat gain section have been appended.
15) Finally, append the ENERGBAL file after the last equation has 
been appended.
16) Save the new file.
17) Check for errors and adjust accordingly.
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Introduction
The TRANSLAT utility file is a file that allows the user to 
translate between variables defined in your job task to variables 
defined in the equations module. The TRANSLAT file contains 
every possible variable required by all the equations.
To use the file, simply cursor through each element and type in 
the first line, the name of your variable that is associated with 
this element. If the variable is not relevant to your job simply 
enter a "0”. The exception to this rule is the status of the 
furnace. Hot water tank and Heat pump. If the status of these 
appliances are not being measured, you must enter "1". This is 
necessary to ensure that calculations for these equation can be 
processed.
The attached sheet will help you in using the TRANSLAT utility.



Table liTRANSLAT Utility File

Equation Description
Variable

Units Job Task 
Variable

Til Room Temperature in Zone #1 
T12 Room Temperature in Zone UZ 
Ti3 Room Temperature in Zone #Z 
Ti4 Room Temperature in Zone #4 
To Outdoor Temperature

Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius

Tbwl Basement Wall Surface Temperature #1
TbuZ Basement Wall Surface Temperature #2
Tbw3 Basement Wall Surface Temperature td3
Tbfl Basement Slab Surface Temperature
Tbf2 Basement Slab Surface Temperature ttZ
Tbf3 Basement Slab Surface Temperature #3
Tsoi 11 Below Grade Soil Temperature/Insulation 

Temperature Opposite Walls 
Tsoi 12 Below Grade Soil Temperature/Insulation 

Temperature Opposite Slab

Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius 
Celcius

Celcius

Tbcl Basement Ceiling/Joist Temperature #1 
Tbc2 Basement CeiIing/Joist Temperature #2 
Tbc3 Basement Ceiling/Joist Temperature #3

Celcius
Celcius
Celcius

Tbi Basement Air Temperature in Zone #1 
Tb2 Basement Air Temperature in Zone #2 
Tb3 Basement Air Temperature in Zone #3

Celcius
Celcius
Celcius

Qsup Forced Ventilation supply Flow Rate
Oexh Forced Ventilation exhaust Flow Rate

m3/s
m3/s

Ts2 Supply air Temperature delivered to house Celcius
Ofrst Forced Ventilation Defrost Status ON=1/OFF=0
HRVon Forced Ventilation ON/OFF status ON=1/OFF=0 IMPORTANT: Enter 1 if variable not being monitored



Table 1:TRANSLAT Utility File

Equation Description
Variable

Uni ts Job Task 
Variable

Qexhhp Exhaust air flow rate for Exhaust air HP. m3/s
HPon Heat Pump on/off status ON=1/OFF=0 IMPORTANT: Enter 1 if variable not being monitored

Qdhw Domestic Hot water fuel flow
QUdhw Domestic Hot Water flow rate
Th Temperature of Hot water delivered to

occupants

m3
m3/s
Celcius

Tc Domestic hot
temperature

water cold water supply Celcius

DHWon Domestic Hot water Burner status ON=1/OFF=0 IMPORTANT: Enter 1 if variable not being monitored

Qt Total fossil fuel flow to house m3
Of Fuel flow to fossil fired furnace m3
Os Fuel Flow to fossil fired stove m3

Efdhw Electrical energy consumption for
electric DHU tank

Ts1 Forced Ventilation supply Temperature 
before heat recovery

Celcius

Osf Forced Ventilation supply fan electrical 
energy consumption

Uh

Qdhs Forced Ventilation supply duct heater 
electrical energy consumption

Wh

Qef Forced Ventilation exhaust fan electrical 
energy consumption

Uh

Qdhe Forced Ventilation exhaust duct heater 
electrical energy consumption

Uh

Tel Forced ventilation exhaust air temperature 
before heat recovery

Celcius

Te2 Forced ventilation exhaust air temperature 
after heat recovery

Celcius

Te3 Forced ventilati^ exhaust air temperature Celcius



*r

Table liTRANSLAT Utility File

Equation Description
Variable

Uni ts Job Task 
Variable

Qhprec Flow rate of recirculated air across heat m3/s
Thprec Temperature of the air after the evaporator Celcius
Thpsup Temperature of air before the evaporator Celcius

Qexhp Flow rate of exhaust air for an exhaust m3/s 
air heat pump

Tiexh Temperature of air before evaporator Celcius 
Texh Temperature of air after evaporator Celcius 
Ehp Electrical energy consumption for heat pump Uh

Tfhxl Temperature of furnace return air before Celcius
heat exchanger

Tfhx2 Temperature of furnace return air after Celcius
heat exchanger

FURon Furnace burner status ON=1/OFF=0 IMPORTANT: Enter 1 if variable not being monitored

Efur Electrical Energy consumption for primary
electric space heating appliance

Emeter Total house electrical energy consumption Wh
Eout Total electrical consumption for appliances Uh

outside the heated space



Appendix C Level B Ecmation Elements
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EOIHIAG
Heat loss above grade



Description: Conductive Heat Loss Above Grade(E^g)
Equation Name: EQIHLAG PRIORITY 1

Equation: 
E
where: 
HLFa„

Todt

HLFag * (Ti-To) * dt (Wh)
is the above grade Heat loss factor for the house (W/C) 
is the weighted average living zone temperature(weighted 
by floor area) (C)
is the average outdoor temperature (C) 
is time(hours)

Required inputs Ti/To
HLFag

measured continuously 
calculated from HOT2000

Notes: Indoor temperature sensors located at thermostat height
tElements 1 to 4

EQIHLAG has been set up so that ambient room temperatures 
measurements are weighted to the floor area which they represent. 
This is to reduce the possibility of small, hot rooms(baby room, 
utility room, etc) contributing equally to the average 
temperature of the house. Errors of this kind can be significant 
when only two or three room temperature measurements are being 
taken.
When EQIHLAG is loaded you will be prompted to enter a floor 
weighting factor for up to 4 house ambient temperature 
measurements. The values are entered as fractions of l(eg. 0.25, 
0.33, 0.45, etc). The total fractions must add up to 1.
If you have more than four room ambient temperature measurements 
you can insert additional elements using same format as in 
elements 1 to 4 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT ELEMENT 6 TO INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS.
If you have less than four ambient temperature measurements 
simply enter ”0" for those elements you do not require.
Element 5
This element will prompt you for a Heat Loss Factor for Above 
Grade. The heat loss factor is calculated by dividing the area 
of a specific above grade component by the R-value of that 
component. You can obtain this value form HOT 2000. There are 
several above grade components(walls, doors windows, foundations 
above grade). Calculate the heat loss factor (Area/R-Value) for 
each component and sum them up. The total value is entered in 
element 5 in Watts per Celsius.



Element 6
This element calculates the floor area weighted average house 
temperature for above grade rooms and assigns the value to Ti.
Element 7
This element does the calculation of heat loss above grade. The 
value of 3 600 shown in the equation is required so that the 
integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours. Note also 
that the Heat Loss Factor(HLFag) is multiplied by 1.1. This is a 
correction factor to take into account the increase in the heat 
loss factor due to stud conduction(see calculations below) which 
is not reflected in the data obtained from HOT 2 000.
Element 8These elements process the calculation into a time weighted 
integral.
Element 9
This element,stores the value of Element 8 every hour.
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E02AHLBG
Heat loss below gxade 

Temperature gradients across concrete 
or insulation is being measxired



Equation Name: EQ2AHLBG PRIORITY 1
Description: Conductive Heat Loss Below Grade (Ej^g) for Heated

Basements. For use if temperature gradients across 
basement floor and walls are being measured.

Equation:
^bg ~ ^bgf ^bgw (Wh)

where:,
^bgf weighted sum of heat losses through the floorslab(Wh)
^bgw weighted sum of heat losses through the below gradeportion of the basement wall(Wh).
^bgf = where: HLF^gf * (Tbf - Tsoill) * dt (Wh)
HLFjjgf is heat loss factor for below grade wall (W/C)
T]3f is the temperature of the floor slab component (C) 
Tsoill is the temperature of the soil below the floor component(C) 
dt is time(hours)

slab

Equation:
^bgw ~ ^i^^bgw * C^bgw ~ '^soil2) * dt where:
HLFjjgf is heat loss factor for below grade wall (W/C)
Tbgv floor weighted average temperature of basement wall

component below grade (C)
Tsoil2 is the soil temperature(or insulation temperature) (C)
Required inputs ^i'bgf > ^^bgw 

"^bgw, "^bcf 
'^soill' '^soil2

from HOT 2000 
measured continuously 
measured continuously

Elements 1 to 3
EQ2AHLBG has been set up so that basement floor temperatures 
measurements are weighted to the floor area which they represent. 
This is to reduce the possibility of small, hot rooms 
contributing equally to the average temperature of the house. 
Errors of this kind can be significant when only two or three 
room temperature measurements are being taken.
When EQ2AHLBG is loaded you will be prompted to enter a floor 
weighting factor for up to 3 floor surface temperature 
measurements. The values are entered as fractions of l(eg. 0.25, 
0.33, 0.45, etc). The total fractions must add up to l.
If you have more than three floor temperature measurements you 
can insert additional elements using the same format as in 
elements 1 to 3 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT ELEMENT 11 TO INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL



MEASUREMENTS.
If you have less than three floor slab temperature measurements 
simply enter ”0" for those elements you do not require.
Element 4 to 6
These three elements will prompt the user to enter an area 
weighting factor for below grade wall surface temperature 
measurements.• As with the basement floor slab, there are three 
entries available. The total fraction must add up to 1. Enter 
"0" if the temperature measurements do not apply.
If you have more than three wall temperature measurements you 
can insert additional elements using the same format as in 
elements 4 to 6 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT ELEMENT 
MEASUREMENTS. 10 TO INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL

Element 7 and 8
These two elements prompt the user to enter heat loss factors for 
the basement floor slab and wall respectively. It is assumed 
that the insulation in the floor and wall is homogeneous.
NOTE: The heat loss factor for the below grade components can be 
obtained from HOT 2 000. Use these heat loss factors if true soil 
temperatures are being measured. If the soil temperature is 
actually the cold side of the insulation, then the heat loss 
factor should reflect the R-value between the warm side surface 
temperature(slab or wall) and the cold side insulation surface 
temperature measurement. The heat loss factor is calculated by 
dividing the slab or wall area below grade by the R-Value between 
the two temperature measurements.
Element 9
This element allows the user to account for portions of the floor 
slab that may be completely covered by furniture, etc and is not 
contributing to the heat loss through the floor slab. Thus this 
factor, ”F", is the fraction of the basement floor slab that is 
exposed. Enter the value as a fraction(i.e 0.25, 0.33)
Element 10 and 11
These elements calculates the area weighted average temperature 
for the basement wall and floor slab, and assigns the value to 
■^bwall respectively.
Element 12 and 13
These elements calculate the heat loss below grade for the wall 
and floor respectively. The value of 3600 shown in the equation 
is required so that the integral of this equation gives units of 
Watt-hours.
Element 14 cind 15
These elements processes the wall and floor below grade heat loss



results into time weighted integrals.
Element 16
This elements stores the value of Element 14 and 15 every hour.



E02BHLBG
Heat loss below grade 

Joist temperatures and slab and 
air temperatures are being measured



Equation Name: EQ2BHLBG PRIORITY 2
Description: Heat Loss Below Grade (Ejjg) for Heated

Basements. For use if slab and basement ceiling 
temperatures are only being measured.

Equation:
Ebg = Ejjgj- + EjjgY + Ejj^
Ebgr=0*F*Abf*EMbf*((Tbgc+273.15)4 - (Tbgf+273.15)^) * dt
where:

is the Stefan-Bolztmann constant 
is the basement floor area(m^)
is the fraction of basement floor that is exposed 
is the emmittance of the basement ceiling(W/m^*T^) 
is the temperature of the basement ceiling(C) 
is the floor weighted basement slab temperature 
is time(hours)

o
AbfF
EMjjf
^bgc

(Wh)

Fbgv ~ where: 
HLFbfv

"^ba
TbfF
dt

HLFbfv * Abf * F * (Tba ” T^f) * dt
is the convective heat transfer co-efficient for the 
basement floor slab component(W/m^C)and has been assigned 
a default value of 2.0 W/m^C
is the basement air temperature above the slab(C) 
is the basement floor component slab temperature(C) 
is the fraction of basement floor that is exposed 
is time(hours)

Abw * C^ba “ '^bw) *Ebw ~ ^^Fbwv * where:
HLFbw convective heatbasement wall component 

value of 2.0 W/m^C 
Abw is the area of the basement wall(m^)
Tbw is the wall surface temperature

transfer co-efficient for the 
(W/m^C) and has been assigned a

Required Inputs EMbf, o
Tbc' ^bf' ^ba' '^bw 
Abf' Abw HLFbfy/ HLFbwv F

From Handbooks 
measured continuously 
From plans 
Assigned 2.0 W/m^c Estimate

Elements 1 to 3
EQ2BHLBG has been set up so that basement floor temperatures 
measurements are weighted to the floor area which they represent. 
This is to reduce the possibility of small, hot rooms 
contributing equally to the average temperature of the house. 
Errors of this kind can be significant when only two or three 
room temperature measurements are being taken.
When EQ2BHLBG is loaded you will be prompted to enter a floor



weighting factor for up to 3 floor surface temperature 
measurements. The values are entered as fractions of l(eg. 0.25, 
0.33, 0.45, etc). The total fractions must add up to 1.
If you have more than three floor temperature measurements you 
can insert additional elements using same format as in elements 1 
to 3 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT 
MEASUREMENTS.

ELEMENT INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL

If you have less than three floor slab temperature measurements 
simply enter "0" for those elements you do not require.
Element 4 to 6These three elements will prompt the user to enter an area 
weighting factor for below grade wall surface temperature 
measurements. As with the basement floor slab, there are three 
entries available. The total fraction must add up to l.
If you have more than three wall temperature measurements you 
can insert additional elements using same format as in elements 4 
to 6 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT 
MEASUREMENTS.

ELEMENT 17 INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL

If you have less than three wall temperature measurements simply 
enter "0" for those elements you do not require.
Elements 7 to 9
These three elements will prompt the user to enter an area 
weighting factor for the basement ceiling surface temperature 
measurements. As with the basement floor slab, there are three 
entries available. The total fraction must add up to 1. If you 
have more than three ceiling temperature measurements you can 
insert additional elements using same format as in elements 7 to 
9 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT 
MEASUREMENTS.

ELEMENT INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL

If you have less than three ceiling temperature measurements 
simply enter "0" for those elements you do not require.
Elements 10 and 11
These elements prompt the user to input the floor slab area and 
total wall area below grade.
Element 12
This element allows the user to account for portions of the floor 
slab that may be completely covered by furniture, etc and is not 
contributing to the heat loss through the floor slab. Thus this 
factor, "F", is the fraction of the basement floor slab that is 
exposed. Enter the value as a fraction(i.e 0.25, 0.33).



Element 13
This element prompts the user for the floor slab emissivity. A 
value of 0.9 is suggested if no other data is available.
Element 14 and 15
These element prompts the user for the convective heat transfer 
co-efficient for the wall and floor slab. A value of 2.0 W/m^C 
is suggested if specific data is not available.
Elements 16 to 18
These elements calculate the area weighted average temperatures 
for the basement floor, wall and ceiling.
Elements 19
This elements calculates the radiative heat transfer between the 
basement ceiling and floor slab. The value of 3600 shown in the 
equation is required so that the integral of this equation gives 
units of Watt-hours. This also applies to element 20 and 22.
Element 20
This element calculates the convective heat transfer between the 
air above the slab and the slab.
Element 21
This element sums the convective and raditive heat loss through 
the floor slab to give an equivalent floor slab heat loss rate.
Element 22
This element calculates the convective heat transfer for the 
below grade walls. It is assumed that the radiative heat transfer 
for between the walls and all other surfaces is negligible.
Element 23 to 24
These elements calculate the time weighted 
radiative and convective heat transfers.

integral of the

Element 25
This element saves the respective heat transfers every hour. 
Element 26
This elements stores the value of Element 16 and 17 every hour.



E02CHLBG
Heat loss below grade

Basement air temperature is only being measured



Equation name:EQ2CHLBG PRIORITY 3
Description: Conductive Heat Loss below Grade (Ejjg) for Heated

Basements. For use when basement air^temperature is 
being measured only

Equation:
Ebg = HLFbg * (Tba - * dt (Wh)where:
HLFjjg is the heat loss factor below grade (W/C)
Tjja is the floor weighted basement air temperature (C)
Tsoil is the seasonal soil temperature for the house location(C) 
dt is time in hours

Required inputs Tba (C)HLFbg (W/C)
Seasonal Soil Temp(C)

measured continuously 
From HOT 2000 
From Table

Elements 1 to 3
EQ2CHLBG has been set up so that basement floor temperatures 
measurements are weighted to the floor area which they represent. 
This is to reduce the possibility of small, hot rooms 
contributing equally to the average temperature of the house. 
Errors of this kind can be significant when only two or three 
room temperature measurements are being,taken.
When EQ2CHLBG is loaded you will be prompted to enter a floor 
weighting factor for up to 3 floor surface temperature 
measurements. The values are entered as fractions of l(eg. 0.25, 
0.33, 0.45, etc). The total fractions must add up to 1.
If you have more than three floor temperature measurements you 
can insert additional elements using same format as in elements 1 
to 3 to include these additional measurements.
YOU MUST EDIT ELEMENT 8 TO INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS.
If you have less than three floor slab temperature measurements 
simply enter "0” for those elements you do not require.
Elements 4 and 5
These elements prompt the user to eneter the total basement wall 
below grade area and the floor slab area. The user should 
correct the floor area to reflect only the exposed floor area.
Element 6
This element prompts the user to enter below grade heat loss 
factor. It assumed that the insulation in the floor and wall is 
homogeneous. The heat loss factor for the below grade components 
can be obtained from HOT 2000. The area used for calculating the 
floor portion of the heat loss factor should be corrected to 
reflect only the exposed floor area.



Element 7
This element will prompt you for a seasonal soil temperature. 
Table 1 attached lists these values for various locations. Pick 
the one that best fits your house locations.
Element 8
This element calculates the floor 
temperature for the basement floor slab.

area weighted average

Element 9
This elements calculates the heat loss below grade. The value of 
3 600 shown in the equation is required so that the integral of 
this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 10
This element calculates the heat loss for the floor slab using 
the relative areas of the floor slab and wall area
Element 11
This element calculates the wall heat loss
Elements 12 to 13
These elements processes the calculation of elements 10 and 11 
into a time weighted integral.
Element 14
This elements stores the value of Elements 12 and 13 every hour.



SHORT-TERM MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

TABLE 4. - GROUND SURFACE TEMPERATURES (from Mitalas)

Location

Annual
Mean Ground 
Temp.

Tq “C

Amplitude
of

1st Harmonic
Ty °C

Amplitude
of

2nd Harmonic
Tvl °C

Goose Bay, Nfld. 4.9 10.3 2.9
St. John's West, Nfld. 6.7 8.5 1.5
Truro, N.S. 7.9 9.9 1.5
Kentville, N.S. 8,4 11.4 1.6
Charlottetown, P.E.I. 7.5 10.1 1.6
Fredericton, N.B. 7.7 11.9 1.5
La Pocatiere, P.Q. 7.7 10.4 1.7
Normandin, P.Q. 5.7 8.9 2.7
Ste-Anne de Bellevue, P.Q. 6.9 12.1 2.3
St. Augustin, P.Q. 7.4 10.5 2.3
Val D'Or, P.Q. 6.5 10.6 2.5
Toronto, Ont. 11.1 12.1 1.3
Kapuskaslng, One. 5.9 10.6 2.4
Vineland, Ont. 10.6 11.0 0.9
Ottawa, Ont. 8.9 11.4 1.8
Atikokan, Ont. 7.1 11.0 2.4
Winnipeg, Man. 6.1 12.4 1.2
Saskatoon, Sask. 5.9 14.6 1.2
Regina, Sask. 4.9 14.0 0.9
Swift Current, Sask. 5.7 11.4 1.2
Lacombe, Alta. 6.3 12.2 2.2
Edson, Alta. 5.2 8.9 1.7
Peace River, Alta. 5.3 12.0 1.5
Calgary, Alta. 6.3 12.2 0.9
Vegreville, Alta. 4.6 • 12.1 1.4
Summerland, B.C. 12.3 11.9 0.9
Vancouver, B.C. 11.3 8.5 0.9

In all cases, Che minimum ground surface temperature occurs in January. 
If January is designated as m ■ 1, Chen the first harmonic can be 
expressed as T^ • sin (30 • (m'^8)} where m is in months and sine angle 
is in degrees.



E03HIAC
Heat loss due to infiltration



Equation Name:EQ3HLAC PRIORITY 1
Description: Heat Loss through Infiltration/Exfiltration(Ei)
Equation:
Ei = HLFac*(Ti-To)*dt
where: 
where:
HLFac isTi is
To isdt is
and
p is
Cp is
vg is

Vh * c. (Ti-To)*dt (Wh)

the Heat loss factor associated with air change(W/C) 
the floor weighted above grade room temperature(C) 
the outdoor temperature(C) 
elapsed time(hours)
the density of room air at 21 Celcius (kg/m^) 
the specific heat of air (J/kgK) 
the heated volume of the house

Required Inputs P'Ti,
Vh
Qsup' HRVstatusQexh

from Handbooks 
measured continuously 
From Plans
measured continuously 
measured continuously

Element 1
This element prompts the user for the heated volume of the house 
Element 2
This element prompts the user to input a natural air change rate. 
Standard value to use for R-2000 houses is 0.05 ACPH. NOTE: The 
algorithm is designed to calculate air change energy loss only 
when the supply and exhaust flows in a forced ventilation system 
are balanced within 10% of eachother. It is assumed that 
imbalances greater than 10% drive the neutral pressure plane 
above the ceiling or below the grade level so as to negate 
infiltration or exfiltration compared to the forced ventilation 
flow. This assumption is valid for R-2000 type houses. This 
assumption is less valid the greater the natural air change 
rate(i.e looser houses)
Element 3
This element calculates 
inf iltration/exfiltration.

the heat loss factor

Element 4
The natural air change will only apply if the supply and exhuast 
flow rates are within 10% of eachother when the HRV is ON or if 
the HRV is OFF. This element applies a Boolean expression to 
determine if the criteria are correct for applying the natural 
air change rate calculation. The result of the Boolean 
expression is used in element 5. A value of "1" indicates that 
the natural air change calculation should be calculated. A value 
of ”0" will result in setting the contribution to heat loss due 
to natural air change rate to zero.



Element 5
This element calculates the heat loss for due to 
infiltration/exfiltration contingent on the supply and exhaust 
flows being within 10% of eachother and the HRV is ON or for all 
cases where the HRV is OFF. In all other cases the result is 
zero. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so 
that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 6
This element processes the calculation in element 5 into a time 
weighted integral.
Element 7
This elements stores the value of Element 6 every hour.



E04AHLFV
Heat Loss due to forced 

ventilation(without heat Recovery).
Note this equation can also be used for balanced heat pimps.



EQUATION NAME: EQ4AHLFV PRIORITY 1
Description: Energy loss associated with forced ventilation(Ev) (Wh)
Equation:

Evn + Evd (Wh)
where;
E^ is the heat loss associated with forced ventilation in the 

absence of Heat Recovery.
is the heat loss associated with forced ventilation in the 
absence of heat recovery during defrost mode.

Evn where P * Vjnax * Cp * (Ti-To) * tvnt * ^t

is the indoor room temperature(C) 
is the outdoor temperature(C)

(Wh)

Vjjjax is the maximum of the supply or exhaust volume flow rate, whichever is greater(m^/s)
p is the densil^ of supply or exhaust air, whichever is 

greater (kg/m^)
Cp is the specific heat capacity of air (W-s/kg*C) 
tvnt i® fraction of time the ventilator is operating in nondefrost mode
Evd = P * Ve where: Cp * (Ti-To) * tdfrst * dt (Wh)

is the exhaust air flow rate (m3/s)
Required Inputs Ti, T^

'maxP/ Cp
^vnt' "^dfrst

measured continuously 
measured continuously 
from Handbooks 
measured continuously

NOTE: There are no user inputs required for this equation 
Element 1
This element calculates the heat loss factor for forced 
ventilation using the maximum of the supply or exhaust flow rates 
during the condition when the forced ventilation system is in 
normal operating mode. Note that the density(based on 21C) is 
temperature corrected to the temperature at the supply flow 
measurement station.
Element 2
This element calculates the theoretical heat loss for the forced 
ventilation system in the absence of heat recovery during the 
condition when the forced ventilation system is in its normal 
operating mode. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is 
required so that the integral of this equation gives units of 
Watt-hours.
Element 3
This element calculates the heat loss factor for forced



ventilation during the defrost mode using the exhaust flow rate. 
Element 4
This element calculates the theoretical heat loss for the forced 
ventilation system in the absence of heat recovery during the 
condition when the forced ventilation system is in its defrost 
mode. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so 
that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 5 and 6
This element processes the calculation of the normal and defrost 
heat losses into a time weighted integral.
Element 7
This elements stores the value of Element 5 and 6 every hour.



E04BHLHP
Maximmn Heat loss associated with exhaust 
air HP only (in the absence of heat recovery)



EQUATION NAME: EQ4BHLHP PRIORITY 1
Description: Energy loss associated with exhaust air HP (£>,„)(Wh) P
Equation
^hp ~ ^hpn ^hpd where:
Ehpn is the heat loss associated with heat pump in the absence 

of Heat Recovery.
®hpd i® heat loss associated with the heat pump in the

absence of heat recovery during defrost mode.
Ehpn = where: 
Ti 
T^

p * Ve * Cp * (Ti-To) * dt (Wh)
is the indoor room temperature(C)
is the outdoor temperature(C)
is the exhaust volume flow rate(m^/s)
is the density of the exhaust air(kg/m^)
is the specific heat capacity of air (W-s/kg*C)

Ehpd = 0 
Required Inputs / ToTi

VeP/ c.
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
from Handbooks

NOTE: There are no user inputs required for this equation 
Element 1
This element calculates the heat loss factor for heat pump based 
on the exhaust air flow rate.
Element 2
This element calculates the theoretical heat loss for the heat 
pump system in the absence of heat recovery.
Element 3
This element assigns the energy loss associated with defrost to 
zero. It is assumed that the there is no defrost mode for an 
exhaust air heat pump.
Element 4 and 5
These elements processes the calculation of the heat loss into a 
time weighted integral.
Element 6
This elements stores the value of Element 4 every hour.
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Appendix C.2 
Energy Gains



E05HGOCC
Heat gain from occupants



Equation Name: EQ5HGOCC 
Description: Occupant Gains(Eq) 
Equation:

PRIORITY 1

wherei 
Q

SUM(Qqcc * Fraction occupant) * dt (Wh)
occ is the average instantaneous heat generated an occupant (Watts)

elapsed time(hours)
Required Inputs: Fraction of time each occupant is home during 

day and night
Elements 1 to 10
These elements prompts the user to enter the average time each 
occupant is in the house. The fractions are divided between 
6:00AM to 6:00PM and 6:00PM to 6:00AM. At present the heat gains 
cannoted be allocated to day and night but future verson of 
PILOT will allows this capability.
Element 11
This element calculates the heat gain from the occupant during 
the day. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so 
that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 12
This element calculates the heat gain from the occupant during 
the night. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required 
so that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 13
This element sums up the contribution from day and night gains 
into an average total gain. Future version of PILOT will be 
able to discriminate between night and day and add only the 
relevant heat gain.
Element 14
This element processes the calculation of the occupant gains into 
a time weighted integral.
Element 15
This elements stores the value of Element 14 every hour.



E06AHGHW
Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank 

Hot water fuel consumption is being measured directly



Equation Ncune: EQ6AHGHW PRIORITY 1
Description: Internal Appliance gains(Edhw^ from Hot Water Use.

DHW fuel consumption is measured directly. (Wh)
NOTE: This equation is valid for both fossil fired and electric 

resistance type DHW appliances.
Equation:
Gains From Hot Water = Jacket Losses 
water loss down the drain) (Wh)

+ Pipe losses(including hot

Edhw = Qw * dt + Nv, * [Qdhw * DHWeff/100) * (DHWon) ] * dtor
^dhw Qv * dt + Nv * [p * Vh * Cp * (Th - Tc)*(DHWon)] * dt
where;
Qw

QdhwDHWeff
DHWon
VhP
SpTh
Tcdt

is jacket losses and are determined from manufacturers 
specifications (W)
is space heating factor associated with hot water use

= 0.15 for most hot water function in heated space 
= 0.05 if most hot water appliances outside heated 

space
is the fuel energy consumption for the DHW tank (Watts)
is the efficiency of the DHW tank
is the status of the burner
is the volume flow rate of hot water (m^/s)
is the density of water (kg/m^)
is the specific heat capacity of water(W-s/kg*C) 
is the hot water temperature(C) 
is the cold water supply temperature(C) 
is the elapsed time(hours)

Required Inputs:
Qw
VhTh / Tc 
DHWon 
Qdhw P/ Qq

From Manufacturers Specs 
Measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
from handbooks

System efficiency for the DHW can also be determined wherein 
system efficiency includes jacket losses.
DWH system Efficiency: DHWgff= p_

Qdhw
Required Inputs: Vj^(volume flow rate)

Th
TcQdhw(^vel consumption) 
Cp, p of water

IThuTg,

measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
from handbooks



Element 1
This element prompts the user to input the heating value for the 
fuel. For electric resistance hot water tanks a value of 1 should be entered.
Element 2
This element prompts the user to enter the jacket heat loss rate. 
This heat loss rate is best calculated by a one time test which 
measures the energy consumption of the DHW tank over a period of 
time. The test could be conducted over a period of a few hours 
where no hot water is used. The longer the test 
better (overnight, for example) . The jacket heat loss rate is 
then the energy consumption over the period divided by the period 
of time for the test.
Element 3
This is the fraction of energy that is delivered to the hot water 
pipes that contributes to the house heat load. Unless the DHW 
tank is located outside the heated space, this value need not be 
changed.
Element 4
This element calculates the energy consumption, for the DHW tank 
from direct measurement of the fuel flow rate. The value of 3600 
shown in the equation is required so that the integral of this 
equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 5
This element calculates the efficiency of the DHW tank. The 
efficiency is a measure of how much energy is delivered to the 
pipes. Some of the energy delivered to the DHW system is lost 
through jacket losses. This result is a measure of the DHW 
tanks' ability to deliver hot water only.
If hot and cold temperatures are not being measured then simply 
enter the best estimate for seasonal efficiency.
Element 6
This element calculates the total fraction of energy delivered to 
the DHW tank that is used to offset the space heating load. This 
energy contribution is made up of jacket loss, losses along the 
hot water pipe and heat gains from actual hot water use. The 
result is calculated only for the time when the burner is on. 
The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so that the 
integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 7
This element calculates the fuel consumption of the DHW tank 
during standby
Element 8
This element processes the calculation of the heat gain from the 
DHW use into a time weighted integral.
Element 9



This element processes the calculation of the DHW fuel 
consumption during standby into a time weighted integral.
Element 10
This element processes the calculation of the DHW 
efficiency(fraction of delivered energy usable for hot water use) 
into a time weighted average result.
Note: a net system efficiency which measure the fraction of
delivered energy used to the offset space heat load can be 
calculated by dividing the result of element 6 by the total fuel 
consumption.
Element 11This elements stores the value of Elements 8, 9 and 10 every
hour.



E06BHGHW
Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank 

Hot water fuel consumption is being measured by difference



Equation Name: EQ6BHGHW PRIORITY 2
Description: Internal Appliance gainsfrom Hot Water Use.

DHW fuel consumption is not measured directly (Wh)
NOTE: This equation is valid for fossil fired DHW appliances 

only.
Equation:
Gains From Hot Water = Jacket Losses + Pipe losses(including hot 
water loss down the drain) (Wh)
Edhw = Qw * dt + * [Qdhw * DHWeff/100) * (DHW^n) ] * dtor
Edhw = Qw * dt + * [p * Vh * Cp * (Th - Tc)*(DHWon)] * dt
where: 
Qw

Qdhw

DHWeff
DHWon
VhP
Th
Tcdt

is jacket losses and are determined from manufacturers 
specifications(W)
is space heating factor associated with hot water use

= 0.15 for most hot water function in heated space 
= 0.05 if most hot water appliances outside heated 

space
is the fuel energy consumption for the DHW tank and is 
calculated by subtracting from the total fuel consumption 
all other fuel consuming devices(Watts) 
is the efficiency of the DHW tank 
is the status of the burner 
is the volume flow rate of hot water 
is the density of water (kg/m^)
is the specific heat capacity of water(W-s/kg*C) 
is the hot water temperature(C) 
is the cold water supply temperature(C) 
is the elapsed time(hours)

(m^/s)

Required Inputs:
Qw
VhTh'Tc DHWon 
Qdhw P/ Qn

From Manufacturers Specs 
Measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
calculated from continuous data 
from handbooks

System efficiency for the DHW can also be determined wherein 
system efficiency includes jacket losses.
DWH system Efficiency: DHWgff= p * * Cp * fT^^-Tg)_

Required Inputs: Vh 
Th 
Tc 
Qdhw

Qdhw
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
calculated from continuous data

Cp, p of water from handbooks



Element 1This element prompts the user to input the heating value for the 
fuel. For electric resistance hot water tanks a value of 1 
should be entered.
Element 2
This element prompts the user to enter the jacket heat loss rate. 
This heat loss rate is best calculated by a one time test which 
measures the energy consumption of the DHW tank over a period of 
time. The test could be conducted over a period of a few hours 
where no hot water is used. The longer the test 
better(overnight, for example) . The jacket heat loss rate is 
then the energy consumption over the period divided by the period 
of time for the test.
Ele^ment 3
This is the fraction of energy that is delivered to the hot water 
pipes that contributes to the house heat load. Unless the DHW 
tank is located outside the heated space, this value need not be 
changed.
Element 4
This element calculates the energy consumption for the DHW tank 
by difference by subtracting rom the total fossil fuel 
consumption, the fuel consumption of all other fossil fuel
consuming devices._ The value of 3600 shown in the equation is
required so that the integral of this equation gives units of 
Watt-hours.
Element 5This element calculates the fuel consumption of the DHW appliance 
in Watts
Element 6
This element calculates the efficiency of the DHW tank. The 
efficiency is a measure of how much energy is delivered to the 
pipes. Some of the energy delivered to the DHW system is lost 
through jacket losses. This result is a measure of the DHW 
tanks' ability to deliver hot water only.
If hot and cold temperatures are not being measured then simply 
enter the best estimate for seasonal efficiency.
Element 7
This element calculates the total fraction of energy delivered to 
the DHW tank that is used to offset the space heating load. This 
energy contribution is made up of jacket loss, losses along the 
hot water pipe and heat gains from actual hot water use. The 
result is calculated only for the time when the burner is on. 
The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so that the 
integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 8
This element calculates the fuel consumption of the DHW tank 
during standby.



Element 9
This element processes the calculation of the heat gain from the 
DHW use into a time weighted integral.
Element 10
This element processes the calculation of the DHW 
consumption during standby into a time weighted integral. fuel

Element 11
This element processes the calculation of the DHW 
efficiency(fraction of delivered energy usable for hot water use) 
into a time weighted average result.
Note: a net system efficiency which measure the fraction of
delivered energy used to the offset space heat load can be 
calculated by dividing the result of element 7 by the total fuel 
consumption.
Element 12
This elements stores the value of Elements 9, 
hour.

10 and 11 every



E06CHGHW
Heat gain from fossil fired hot water tank 
Hot water fuel is measured by one time test



Equation Name: EQ6CHGHW PRIORITY 3
Description: Internal Appliance gains(Ejjhy^) from Hot Water Use.

DHW fuel consumption is measured measured from 
one time test (Wh)

NOTE: This equation is valid for both fossil fired and electric 
resistance type DHW appliances.

Equation:Gains From Hot Water = Jacket Losses + Pipe losses(including hot 
water loss down the drain) (Wh)
^dhw ' or
^dhw ■
where;
Qw

Qv * dt + Nw * [Qdhw * DHWeff/lOO) * DHWon)] * dt
Qv * dt + Nv * [P * Vh * Cp * (Th “ Tc)*(DHWon)] * dt

is jacket losses and are determined from manufacturers 
specifications(W) •

N^^ is space heating factor associated with hot water use
N^ = 0.15 for most hot water function in heated space 

= 0.05 if most hot water appliances outside heated 
space

Qdhw fuel energy consumption for the DHW tank and iscalculated from a one time test(Watts)
DHWeff is the efficiency of the DHW tank 
DHW„,
VhP
Th
Tcdt

is the status of the burner 
is the volume flow rate of hot water (m^/s) 
is the density of water (kg/m^)
is the specific heat capacity of water(W-s/kg*C) 
is the hot water temperature(C) 
is the cold water supply temperature(C) 
is the elapsed time(hours)

Required Inputs:
Qw From Manufacturers Specs
Vh Measured continuously
Th^Tc measured continuously
DHWon measured continuously
Qdhw calculated from one time test
P t Cp from handbooks

System efficiency for the DHW can also be determined wherein 
system efficiency includes jacket losses.

* (T^-TtDWH system Efficiency: DHWgff= o * * Cp
Qdhw

Note: In the case of'an electric DHW appliance, DHWgff = 100%
Required Inputs;

Th
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously



QdhwCp, p of water
calculated from one time test 
from handbooks

Element 1
This element prompts the user to input the heating value for the 
fuel. For electric resistance hot water tanks a value of 1 
should be entered.
Element 2
This element prompts the user to enter the jacket heat loss rate. 
This heat loss rate is best calculated by a one time test which 
measures the energy consumption of the DHW tank over a period of 
time. The test could be conducted over a period of a few hours 
where no hot water is used. The longer the test 
better(overnight, for example). The jacket heat loss rate is 
then the energy consumption over the period divided by the period 
of time for the test.
Element 3
This is the fraction of energy that is delivered to the hot water 
pipes that contributes to the house heat load. Unless the DHW 
tank is located outside the heated space, this value need not be 
changed.
Element 4
This element calculates the fuel consumption for the DHW tank 
based on data from a one time test of the fuel consumption. It 
is a less sophisticated method of determining DHW contribution 
but is appropriate for circumstances where electric resistance 
DHW tanks are not submetered or it is impossible to isolate the 
DHW fuel consumption of a fossil fired appliance.
The one time test simply measure the fuel consumption of the DHW 
tank during its cycle. Several cycles are recommended to get an 
average fuel flow rate when the burner is on.
Element 5
This element calculates the fuel consumption of the DHW appliance 
in Watts. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so 
that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 6
This element calculates the efficiency of the DHW tank. The 
efficiency is a measure of how much energy is delivered to the 
pipes. Some of the energy delivered to the DHW system is lost 
through jacket losses. This result is a measure of the DHW 
tanks' ability to deliver hot water only.
If hot and cold temperatures are not being measured then simply 
enter the best estimate for seasonal efficiency.
Element 7
This element calculates the total fraction of energy delivered to 
the DHW tank that is used to offset the space heating load. This 
energy contribution is made up of jacket loss, losses along the 
hot water pipe and heat gains from actual hot water use. The



result is calculated only for the time when the burner is on. 
The value of 3 600 shown in the equation is required so that the 
integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 8
This element calculates the fuel consumption of the DHW tank 
during standby
Element 9
This element processes the calculation of the heat gain from the 
DHW use into a time weighted integral.
Element 10
This element processes the calculation of the DHW 
consumption during, standby into a time weighted integral. fuel

Element 11
This element processes the calculation of the DHW 
efficiency(fraction of delivered energy usable for hot water use) 
into a time weighted average result.
Note: a net system efficiency which measure the fraction of
delivered energy used to the offset space heat load can be 
calculated by dividing the result of element 7 by the total fuel 
consumption.
Element 12
This elements stores the value of Elements 9, 
hour.

10 and 11 every



E06DHGHW
Heat gain from electric hot water tank



Equation Name: EQ6DHGHW PRIORITY 1
Description: Internal Appliance gainsfrom Hot Water Use 

for an electric DHW tank (Wh)

Equation:
Gains From Hot Water = Jacket Losses + Pipe losses (including hot water loss down the drain) (Wh)
Edhw = Qw * dt + * [Qdhw * (DHWon) ] * dt
where: 
Qw

Qdhw
DHW,

is jacket losses and are determined from manufacturers specifications(W)
is space heating factor associated with hot water use

= 0.15 for most hot water function in heated space 
= 0.05 if most hot water appliances outside heated space

is the fuel energy consumption for the DHW tank and is 
calculated from a one time test(Watts) 
is the status of the burner 
is the elapsed time(hours)

Required Inputs: QwDHWon
Qdhw

From Manufacturers Specs 
measured continuously 
measured continuously

Element 1
This element prompts the user to enter the jacket heat loss rate. 
This heat loss rate is best calculated by a one time test which 
measures the energy consumption of the DHW tank over a period of 
time. The test could be conducted over a period of a few hours 
where no hot water is used. The longer the test 
better (overnight, for example) . The jacket heat loss rate is 
then the energy consumption over the period divided by the period of time for the test.
Element 2
This is the fraction of energy that is delivered to the hot water 
pipes that contributes to the house heat load. Unless the DHW 
tank is located outside the heated space, this value need not be 
changed.
Element 3
This element calculates the total fraction of energy delivered to 
the DHW tank that is used to offset the space heating load. This 
energy contribution ,is made up of jacket loss, losses along the 
hot water pipe and heat gains from actual hot water use. The 
result is calculated only for the duration where the burner is 
on. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so that 
the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.



Element 4
This element sets the standby losses to zero.
Element 5 and 6
This element processes the calculation of the heat gain from the 
DHW use into a time weighted integral.
Element 7
This elements stores the value of Elements 5 every hour.



E07AHGFV
Heat gain from heat recovery for forced ventilation



Description: Heat gain for forced ventilation system
Equation Name:EQ7AHLFV PRIORITY 1

Equation:
Non Defrost
Egfvn = Duct gains on supply side + Supply fan energy + Duct 

heater on supply side + Heat recovered - Exhaust fan 
energy - Exhaust duct heater - Duct gains on exhaust side

Defrost
Egfvd = Supply fan energy consumption + Duct heater on supply 

side - Recirculated air energy loss to defrost core - 
Exhaust fan Energy -Exhaust duct heat - Duct gains on 
Exhaust side

Non Defrost Mode Heat gains to house
Duct Gains on Supply side = HGFfYs * (Tsi“To) * dtwhere:
HGFf-y^g is the heat gain factor for supply flow(W/C)

= p * Qgup * Cp and is derived from file EQ4AHLFV 
Tsi is the temperature measured on the supply air just 

before the HRV(C)
Tq is the outside temperature(C)
dt is the elapsed time in hours
Supply fan Energy consumption = Qgf * dt (Watts-hours)
Duct heater energy on supply side = Qdhs * dt(Watts-hours)
Heat recovered = HGFf^n * (Ts2“'^sl) * where:
HGFf^g is the heat loss factor for the supply flow(W/C)
Tg2 is the temperature after the Heat Recovery core 

(temperature delivered to house)(C)
Tgi is the supply temperature delivered to the HRV(after duct gains)(C)
dt is the elapsed time in hours
Non Defrost Heat Losses
Exhaust fan Energy = Qgf * dt (Watt-hours)
Duct Heater on the exhaust side Qdhe * (Watt-hours)

HGFfve * (Te2"Te3) * ^tDuct Heat gain on the exhaust side 
where:
HGFf^e i® Heat Loss factor for the exhaust air(W/C)

where: p * Qex * Cp
Qex i® exhaust flow rate (m3)p is the density air at room temperature (kg/m^) 
Cp is the specific heat capacity of air(W-s/kgC)



Defrost mode Heat Gains to house
Supply fan energy(recirculating systems only) Qsf * dt (Wh)
Duct heater energy on supply side(recirculating systems only)

= Qdhs * (Watt-hours)

Defrost Mode Heat Losses
Energy to Defrost Core on supply side = HLFjj * (Ts2”Tj-gcir) * where:HLFjj is the Heat loss factor for the recirculated air for HRV 

that recirculate basement air for defrost (W/C)
Tg2 is the temperature of the air delivered to the house (C)
Trecir i® temperature of the supply air during defrost (C)
Exhaust fan Energy = Q^f * dt (Watt-hours)
Duct Heater on the exhaust side = Q^he * (Watt-hours)
Duct Heat gain on the exhaust side = HLFf^g * (Te2”Te3) *
(as defined above)
Required Inputs Tq, T^i, Tg2f Tgi, Te2

Qsf'Qdhs/ Qef' Qdhe Defrost and HRV status
"^recir

measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously 
measured continuously

NOTE: There are no user inputs for this module 
Element 1This element calculates the duct heat gain on the supply side 
before the HRV. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is 
required so that the integral of this equation gives units of 
Watt-hours.

Element 2
This element calculates the supply fan energy consumption.
Element 3
This element calculates the duct heater energy consumption on the 
supply side.
Element 4
This element calculates the energy recovered in the HRV. Note: 
This equation includes heat gain from duct heaters and the supply 
fan and is only calculated for the condition when the defrost is 
off. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so that 
the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 5
This element calculates the energy consumption for the exhaust 
fan.



Elemenl: 6
This element calculates the energy consumption for the duct heater on the exhaust.
Element 7
This element calculates the duct heat gains along the exhaust 
duct after the HRV as it goes to outside. The value of 3 600 
shown in the equation is required so that the integral of this 
equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 8
This element calculates the energy used to defrost the core for
HRV's that recirculate basement air through the supply duct for
defrost. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is required so 
that the integral of this equation gives units of Watt-hours.
Element 9
This element calculates the Net energy gain (gains-losses) 
the ventilation system regardless of defrost or normal mode.
Element 10
This element calculates the minimum ventilation flow.
Element 11
This element calculates the maximum ventilation flow.
Element 12
This element calculates the apparent effectiveness of the HRV
Element 13
This element calculates the Sensible 
Note: Casing gains are not included

efficiency of the. HRV.

Elements 14 to 24
These elements process the following equations into time weighted 
integral and averages:

a) Duct gains on supply side
Supply fan energy consumption 
Supply Duct heater consumption 
Recovered heat
Exhaust fan energy consumption 
Exhaust side duct heater energy consumption 
Duct heat gains on the exhaust side 
Energy loss during the defrost cycle 
Net heat gain 
Apparent effectiveness 
Sensible Efficiency

b)c)
d)e)
f)
g)h)
i)
j)
k)

Element 25
This element saves the results of elements 14 to 24 every hour.



E07BHGHP
Heat gain from HP

Temperature rise over coil is being 
measured on recirculated air



Description: Energy Gain for and exhaust air Heat Pump(Ejip) (Wh) 
Equation:
Eghp = HGFhp * (Tsup-Trecir) * 'it where;
HLFjjp is the heat gain factor for the recirculated air flow(W/C) 

= p * Qrecir * Cp 
where:

p is the density of room air (kg/m3)
Qrecir the flow rate for the recirculated air(m3/s)
Cp is the specific heat of air (W-s/kgC)

Tsup is the temperature of the recirculated air before the evaporator(C)
Trecir is the temperature of the recirculated air delivered to the house(C)
dt is the elapsed time(hours)

Equation Name: EQ7BHGHP PRIORITY 1

COP of Heat Pump 
COP = Eghp/Ej^p 
where:.
COP is the Co-efficient of performance of the heat pump 
Ejip is the energy consumption of the heat pump (Watts)
Required Inputs Qrecir

'i'sup' 'i’recirEhp
monitored continuously 
monitored continuously 
monitored continuously

NOTE: This equation does not require any user inputs
Element 1
This element calculates the heat gain factor for the recirculated 
air.
Element 2
This element calculates the heat gain for the heat pump 
Element 3
This element calculates the COP of the heat pump 
Element 4
This element processes the heat gain from the heat pump into a 
time weighted integral
Element 5
This element process the COP into a time weighted average 
Element 6
This element saves the results of elements 4 and 5 every hour.



E07CHGHP
Heat gain from HP 

Temperature drop on exhaust 
air is being measured



Description: Energy Gain for and exhaust air Heat Pump(Ejip) (Wh) 
Equation:
Eghp = HGFhp * (Tiex-Tex) * dt where:
HIiFjjp is the heat gain factor for the exhaust air flow(W/C)

= p * Qexhp * Cp 
where:

p is the density of room air (kg/m^)
Qexhp flow rate for the exhaust air (m^/s)Cp is the specific heat of air (W-s/kgC)

Equation Name: EQ7CHGHP PRIORITY 2

xex is the temperature of the exhaust air before the 
evaporator(C)
is the temperature of the air delivered to the 
outside(C)
is the elapsed time(hours)

COP of Heat Pump 
COP = Eghp/E^p where:
COP is the Co-efficient of performance of the heat pump 
Ejip is the energy consumption of the heat pump (Watts)
Required Inputs Qexhp

^iex'
^hp

monitored continuously 
monitored continuously 
monitored continuously

NOTE: This equation does not require any user inputs 
Element 1
This element calculates the heat gain factor for the exhaust air 
Element 2
This element calculates the heat gain for the heat pump 
Element 3
This element calculates the COP of the heat pump 
Element 4
This element processes the heat gain from the heat pump into a 
time weighted integral
Element 5
This element process the COP into a time weighted average 
Element 6
This element saves the results of elements 4 and 5 every hour.



E07DHGHP
Heat gain from HP using seasonal COP and energy input



Description: Energy Gain for Heat Pump(Ejjp) (Wh)
Equation:
Eghp = COP * Ehp * dt wnere:
COP is the seasonal Co-efficient of performance of the Heat Pump
Ehp is the energy consumption of the heat pump(Watts) 
dt is the elapsed time(hours)

Equation Name: EQ7DHGHP PRIORITY 3

Required Inputs COP
Ehp

from manufacturers specs 
monitored continuously

Element 1
This element prompts the user for the seasonal COP of the heat 
pump
Element 2
This element calculates the heat gain for the heat pump 
Element 3
This element processes the heat gain from the heat pump into a 
time weighted integral
Element 4
This element saves the results of elements 3 every hour.



E08AHGFU
Heat gain from furnace

Oil and gas only:Efficiency calculated explicitly



Equation Name: EQ8AHGHP PRIORITY 1
Description: Purchased Heat for fossil fired space heating appliances (Ep^^.) (Wh)
Equation
Epuj- = n * HV£^0]l * Qf * (Wh)where:
HVfuei is the heating value of the fuel (W-s/m^)
Qf is the flow rate of the fuel (m^/s)
n is the seasonal efficiency of the heating system

where:
n = Energy out of system 

Energy into system P * *-Cp *..(Tjn^^out:i-
HVfuel

where;

^out

is the heating medium(air or water) (kg/m^) 
is the flow rate of the heating medium over the 
heat exchanger(m^/s)
is the specific heat of the heating 
medium)(W-s/kgC)
is the temperature of the heating medium before 
the heat exchanger(C)
is the temperature of the heating medium after the 
heat exchanger(C) 
is elapsed time(hours)

Required inputs HVfuei
Qfn
^in' '^out P / Qn

from handbooks 
measured continuously 
from manufactures specs 
measured continuously 
from handbooks

Element 1
This element prompts the user for the heating value for the fuel 
Element 2
This element calculates the efficiency of the furnace from the 
temperature rise across the heat exchanger. The calculation is 
performed only when the furnace is operating
Element 3
This element calculates the energy consumption of the fossil 
fired furnace when the furnace is providing heat
Element 4
This element calculates the energy consumption of the fossil 
fired furnace when in standby
Element 5
This element processes the furnace energy consumption into a time



weighted integral 
Element 6
This element process the furnace fuel consumption during standby 
into a time weighted integral
Element 7
This element processes the furnace efficiency into a time 
weighted average
Element 8
This element saves the results of elements 5, 6 and 7 every hour.



E08BHGFU
Heat gain from furnace 

Oil and gas only using seasonal efficiency



Equation Neune: EQ8BHGFU PRIORITY 2
Description: Purchased Heat for fossil fired space heating

appliances using seasonal efficiency data(Epu^) (Wh)

Equation:
-pur n * HVfuei * Qf * dt (Wh)
where:
HVfuel is the heating value of the fuel (W-s/m^)Qf is the flow rate of the fuel (m^/s)
n is the seasonal efficiency of the heating system

Required inputs HVfuel from handbooks Qf measured continuously
n from manufactures specs

Element 1
This element prompts the user for the heating value for the fuel 
Element 2
This element prompts the user to enter the seasonal efficiency 
for the furnace
Element 3
This element calculates the energy consumption of the fossil 
fired furnace when the furnace is operating
Element 4
This element calculates the energy consumption of the fossil 
fired furnace when in standby
Element 5
This element processes the furnace energy consumption into a time 
weighted integral
Element 6
This element process the furnace fuel consumption during standby 
into a time weighted integral
Element 7
This element saves the results of elements 5 and 6 every hour.



E08CHGFU
Heat gain from electric furnace



Equation Name: EQ8CHGHP PRIORITY 1
Description: Purchased Space Heat for electrically heated houses 

(Epur) (Wli)
Equation: 
Epur ~ ^fur (Wh)

where:
Efur is the energy consumption measured by the kilowatt-hour 

meter(Watt-hours)

Required Inputs measured continuously
Element 1This element calculates the furnace consumption in Watt-hours 
Element 2
This calculates the furnace consumption during standby in Watt- 
hours
Element 3 and 4
This element processes the furnace energy consumption into time 
weighted integrals
Element 5
This element saves the results of element 3 every hour.



E09AHGIA
Heat gain from Lights and Appliances 
for houses heated with fossil fuels



Equation Ncime: EQ9HAGIA PRIORITY 1
Description: Energy from Lights and Appliances for houses heated 

with fossil fuels(Wh)
Equation:
^la “ ^meter ” ^vsf ” ®vdhs ” ^vef “ ^vdhe “ ^outwhere:
^eter total electrical energy consumption (Wh)
E^sf electrical consumption of the ventilation supplyfan(Wh)
^dhs supply side duct heater energy consumption (Wh)
E^ef is the energy consumption for the forced ventilation exhaust fan(Wh)
^dhe exhaust side duct heater energy consumption of the

forced ventilation system(Wh)
®out total energy consumption for of major applianceslocated outside the heated space (Wh)
Notel;

Note2:

The energy consumptions of the forced ventilation system 
were accounted for in the forced ventilation heat gain equations.
If the dryer operation is being monitored, it would be 
appropriate to include this calculation to reflect loss of 
this energy from the house and the increase in air change 
rate(due to negative pressure) and due to the operation of 
the dryer. An equation as follows could be incorporated 
into the lights and appliances equation under Eout:

^drygn where:
1.4 * ^dry€ * dt

Edrygn internal gain from the dryer (W)
Edryer energy consumption for the dryer (W)

Required Inputs: House meter reading 
Sub-meter readings

DAS(pulse 
initiating meter) 
DAS(pulse 
initiating meter)

Notes: No user inputs are required for this file 
Element 1
This element calculates the internal energy gains 
Element 2
This element processes the internal gains into a time weighted 
integral
Element 3
This element saves the results of elements 2 every hour.



E09BHGIA
Heat gain from Lights and Appliances 
for houses heated with electricity



Equation name:EQ9HBGLA PRIORITY 1
Description: Energy from Lights and Appliances for houses heated 

with electricity(Wh)
Equation:
^la “ ^meter “ ®vsf ” ®vdhs ” ^vef " ®vdhe " ^fur “ ^dhw“ ^out - Eout
where:
^eter 
^sf
Evdhs 
^ef
^dhe
Efur 
®dhw 
Eout

is the total electrical energy consumption (Wh)
is the electrical consumption of the ventilation supply
fan(Wh)
is the supply side duct heater energy consumption(Wh) 
is the energy consumption for the forced ventilation 
exhaust fan(Wh)
is the exhaust side duct heater energy consumption of the 
forced ventilation system(Wh) 
is the furnace energy consumption 
is the DHW energy consumption
is the total energy consumption for of major appliances 
located outside the heated space (Wh)

NoteliThe energy consumptions of the forced ventilation system 
were accounted for in the forced ventilation heat gain equations.
Note2: If the dryer operation is being monitored, it would be 
appropriate to include this calculation to reflect loss of this 
energy from the house and the increase in air change rate(due to 
negative pressure) and due to the operation of the dryer. An 
equation as follows could be incorporated into the lights and 
appliances equation under Eout:

Edrygnwhere:
1.4 * Edry« * dt

Edrygn internal gain from the dryer (W)
Edryer energy consumption for the dryer (W)

Required Inputs: House meter reading 
Sub-meter readings

DAS(pulse 
initiating meter) 
DAS(pulse 
initiating meter)

Notes: No user inputs are required for this file 
Element 1
This element calculates the internal energy gains 
Element 2
This element processes the internal gains into a time weighted 
integral
Element 3This element saves the results of elements 2 every hour.



EOlOHGPS
Heat gain from passive solar



Description: Heat gain due to Passive solar
Equation Name:EQ10HGPS PRIORITY 1

Equation:
li * AgW * dt

ere:
is the solar radiation measured by the pyranometer located 
in the south facing window(Watts/m^)
is the total area of south facing windows(assumes all south 
facing windows are the same R-value) (m^) 
is elapsed time(hours)

Eps wh< 
li
A.‘SW
dt

Required Inputs 1^ measured continuously 
Asw from plans or HOT 2000

Element 1
This element prompts the user for the total south facing glazing 
area.
Element 2
This element calculates the total energy gain through the south 
facing windows. The value of 3600 shown in the equation is 
required so that the integral of this equation gives units of 
Watt-hours.
Element 3
This element processes 
weighted integral

the passive solar gains into a time

Element 4
This element save the result of element 3 every hour.



Appendix D
ENERGBAL file Elements



Description:Calculation of the energy balance for the house(Wh) 
Equation:
^bal ~ ^loss ” ^gains where:
^losses ~ ^ag ^bgw ^bgf ^fvln ■*" ^^vld ^ac
^gain ~ ^occ ®dhw "*■ ®dhws ^fvg ^pur ^purs ®la ^ps

Equation Name: ENERGBAL PRIORITY 1

Note: No user inputs are required for this file 
Element 1.
This element calculates the net energy losses from the building. 
Element 2
This element processes the energy losses into a time weighted 
integral.
Element 3This element calculates the net energy gains from the building. 
Element 4
This element processes the energy gains into a time weighted 
integral.
Element 5
This element calculates the net energy balance(Eloss-Egain). 
Element 6
This element processes the energy balance equation equation into 
a time weighted integral.
Element 7
This element saves elements 2, 4 and 6 every hour.


